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About This Game

Carpe Deal 'Em is a life simulator / card game hybrid, with elements from the visual novel / CYOA genres. Every year of the
character's life is represented by a round of the card game, where you play and discard cards in order to influence the events and

their outcome effects.

Carpe Deal 'Em adds a win condition to the life sim genre, with the hierarchy of needs mechanic - Reach the top of the
hierarchy and escape the cycle of life and death for your character. Alternatively you can ignore the win condition and play the

game purely as a life sim.

Each event is directly generated by the cards you play, changing your character's stats and further influencing the type of events
and effects you will receive in the future.

Features:

- Randomly generated characters
- Wide range of generated life events

- Ability to export character life summary and portrait momento
- Wide range of individual character stats that influence your characters life

- Control the career, dwelling, diet and spending of your character
- Many Interactions between card types creating a deep level of strategy
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Title: Carpe Deal 'Em
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DDD Wares
Publisher:
DDD Wares
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or Better

Processor: AMD Turion TL-60 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 8400M GS or equivalent

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard

English
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Hardware: i5 3570, Windows 10, nVidia GTX 1070. Runs great.

Bought it because: unique concept.

A card game that looks like an old black & white movie, you against a skeleton dealer, with an old-timey piano soundtrack
playing in the background. You're dealt 7 cards to start your turn, must discard two, and then play anywhere from 2-5. If you
play fewer than 5, the dealer adds more from his hand, so it's in your best interest to play anything good you have.

You start as a baby; each hand is one year in your life. You have various stats (health, popularity with family, popularity with
peers, etc). The basic cards you play are "have something happen to me" cards, such as having a bad dream as a baby, that force
decisions, such as whether to cry for your parents. Outcomes from your decisions can be good or bad that affect your stats;
some cards just apply effects with no decision possible. You also have cards in your hand that can force good outcomes for
these events, or change the rules, change your card loadout, etc.

It's easily to learn, fairly basic and fun, and is the kind of game you play in short sessions.

There's a game shop where you can buy additional cards for your deck (using game money you earn as you age and start to earn
a salary) to improve the virtual life you go through during the game.

Full price for this game is $9.99. It's fairly casual and I would recommend a lower price point, $4.99 or $2.99, to drive sales. I
also think it would do much better in sales numbers as a tablet game, and recommend the devs port it to iOS or Android.. While
I think there is a potential gem buried somewhere in the idea of Carpe Deal'Em, at this point it is totally covered by an
imbalanced and fairly random card game. Really neat idea that I did enjoy for about an hour until the novelty started to
wear thin. I hit an abrupt glass ceiling where I was not really able to 'learn' or make any serious progress.

I am chatting with the developer to see where I am going wrong, but at this point, I cannot recommend this to my friends.
Peruse the forums to see our fairly lengthy back-and-forth. I am in love with Dead End Road, so I gave this a try. Carpe
Deal'Em certainly has that gritty indie love, but I fear that while the dev may be brilliant at creating atmospheric indie
games, they may not be great at building a card game. Building a well-balanced FUN card game is seriously difficult. I
mean, props for even trying.

Essentially, this game is a life simulator realized through a card game similiar (IMO) to Dominions - not exact, mind you,
but in that realm. I guess it is safe to say that you are trying to minimize\/control how many bad random events happen. You
manage your hand, which is usually comprised of life events or ways to modify life events. You earn money and have a
family.

Pros:
+Really neat idea that could work well given enough TLC
+Interface and artwork is all great

Cons:
-While I'm not going to go through every gritty little detail, I will just say that the card game needs both balancing, and less
randomness. Many cards have little function at this point (or as far as I can see nearly 2 hours in). From someone that has
moderate experience with deck-building games, I can't see a whole lot of depth here, either.

Look it's cheap, so if you want to the support the dev, by all means grab it. Otherwise keep this on your watchlist, and let it
bake a bit more.
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